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.“thl thy way may be known upon earth,

VOL. IV.

thy

saving health among all nations.”

GMBIER, OHIO, FRIDAY, JANUARY 10, 1834.

REV. M. T. C. WING, EDITO.
GEORGE W. MYERS, PRINTER.

From the British Magazine.
THE WEISSENBRUN HYMN

Tliis a metrical version of the Weissenbrun limn, so call 
ed from its discovery in a manuscript belonging^ the con
vent of that place in Franconia, supposed to be < the eighth
century. The original Teutonic, with an AnghSaxon, and
a literal English version, is given by the late lie and excel
lent J. J. Conybeare, in his “Illustrations of Aiglo-Saxon
Poetry."
This I’ve beard from ancient sages,
Men the chief of elder ages,
That in time of old gor e by
There was not the heaven on high—
Ileaven on high, nor earth below;
Then nor star was seen to glow;
Nor the sun was shining bright;
Nor the moon gave forth her light;
Nor was mountain then, nor tree;
Nor the interminable sea;
Of this universal round
Not a whit from bound to bound.

But though lower world was none,
Yet there wanted not the one
Almighty God in being then,
He, most merciful to men!
And with him there were of old
Godlike spirits juunf/WJ.
Holy G O(T Almighty, thou

Heaven and earth hast fashioned now,
And thy creature man doit bless
With provisions numberhss:
Me thy way in mercy slow,
And on me thy grace bestow.
Faith, to thy pure .ruth resigned;
Prompt to serve x willing mind;
Prudent heart, and active hand,
Craft of Satm to withstand;
Evil ever t» eschew,
And thy will, O God, to do.

MISSIONARY.
Front the Boston Recorder.
SOCIETY ISLANDS.
Attempted Revolution, and Defeat of the Heathen Party.

The Sydney (New South Wales) Herald of May
2, 1833, contains an article of great interest to
the friends of missions, relating to recent occur
rences at Tahiti. The continued existence in the
Society Islands, of a party attached to the idola
trous practices of their fathers and hostile to Chris
tianity is well known. It is composed of those
who cannot well brook the restraints of law, and
the more strict surveillance over their proceedings
that has been introduced by Christianity and civil
ization. Some of the Chiefs sigh for the times
when they could make and break laws at their plea
sure. But the efforts that they hav6 made in va
rious ways tobring back the ancient order of things,
have thus far been unavailing. In January last
circumstances animated their hopes and led them
to make a bold attempt to overthrow the existing
government and thus attain the gratification of
their wishes.
The Queen sometime ago married a man from
whom she was subsequently separated, and who is
still alive. It was thought that it would contribute
to the security of the government if she should
be divorced from him and marry another. This
was the opinion of two councils of Governors
and chiefs, convened at different times to consider
the subject; and the missionaries, it seems, came

to the same conclusion. The marriage was ac
cordingly celebrated early in January last.
In a few weeks the disaffected party called in
question the legality of the marriage; and insisted
that it should be disannulled, and that the chiefs
in Tahiti who had advised it, should be brought to
trial.
“A meeting was convened and long debates
were held in this infant parliament. The Tahitian
party however, were ably supported by the Chiefs
and people in general, and the opposition being
unexpectedly overpowered, were arraigned before
the Chief Judges of Tahiti, and convicted of se
dition. Sentence was passed upon them in the
usual form; and on the ensuing week they were
sentenced to erect a building of stone work round
a small islet, in the centre of Paputi Harbor, to
secure the residence of the Queen from the inun
dation of the sea in stormy weather. Ina few
days this punishment was remitted, and they were
allowed to return to their own island. The admin
istration of the Government of the island of Eimeo, however was taken out of their hands, and
placed under the direction of other individuals
more favorably disposed to the Queen's interests.”
This, however, by no means put an end to the
difficulties. The disaffected party manifested their
hostility by opposing and insult nr: the officers of
government, and declared thy^.V.-erminafiun to

NO. 17.

of regret, that people should suffer under the evils
of war, which may lessen their attachment to those
excellent principles which they had imbibed from
the European Missionaries;—men whose whole
lives had been spent in promoting their welfare,
and who have laid the elements of a system of re
ligion and polity in these Seas, which will long
survive their lives, and confer vast benefits upon
the future millions that will inhabit the countless
islands, remarkable for beauty and fertility, that
are sprinkled over the surface of these our south
ern Seas. It is not saying too much when we ven
ture to declare, that from the laws compiled for
these people, some civilized countries might take
lessons of wisdom, which they seem extremely re
luctant to adopt. It is satisfactory to learn that
peace has been once more restored. The Missionry property, great part of which was placed on
ship-board, has been landed. The real ground of
the contest arose from the desire of the insurgents
to overturn the Government, and to re-introduce
heathenism, as well as to plunder and destroy all
the establishments on the Islands.”

TEMPERANCE TALES.
JAMIE, A TRUE STORY;
Shewing how much good may be done by proper means, in the
~
humblest sphere.

persevere in their opposition, till their demands,
* ■
*
[concluded.]
as above stated, should be aqceded to. In this
Jamie seemed, from the commencement, to have
state of things the Queen ordered preparation for
war. The missionaries did all that prudence taken for his motto, expect great things, work for
could suggest to prevent recourse to arms, and at them, and you shall have them. Work as though
considerable risk sent a deputation to Taiarapu,— all depended on self; pray as knowing all to de
the scene of the revolt,—but in vain. On the pend upon God. He knew his place and modest
10th of February the Queen’s army, amounting to ly kept it; yet when opportunity offered for drop
3,000, had assembled, and arrangements were made ping a word on behalf of temperance in the ear
either of clergyman or layman, whatever his rank,
to attack the rebels the next day.
“Early in the morning they left their encamp he did what conscience told him was right towards
ment, and towards evening arrived at Taiarapu, the a neighbor and a brother. Jamie's pockets and
village of the disaffected. With a clemency which hat were stuffed with tracts, which was the most
shows, in a remarkable manner, the influence of suitable plan for his shallow purse, and perhaps,
civilization over these men even in war, when con too, for securing a reading of them, he generally
trasted with the ferocity formerly displayed in their lent and sometimes gave away, to all who prom
incidental encounters, an attempt was made to ised to read. Let it not be supposed that amidst
seize, by legal means, the chief ringleader, who such active benevolence, he neglected his own bu
was known; and Tati, one of the Chief Judges, siness. No; Jamie had not learned in vain the
went over to the party, and had the address to se apostle’s maxim—“Let him labor, working with
cure him in the midst of his own men. It was now his hands the things which is good, that he may
supposed that the war had terminated, and prepa have to give to him that needeth.” It was nothing
rations were made next, morning for bringing him for him to start off half a dozen miles of an even
to trial. He was found guilty, and the army be ing after his work was finished, to procure some
gan to move homewards. But a few hours after new tracts, or attend a temperance meeting, or
wards, when the Tahitians were scattered into read and talk kindly to some poor drunkard,
small parties, the rebels mustered their utmost whose wife had sent him a hint that her husband
strength and fell upon them. Fortunately one of would be glad to see him—or else to procure the
the tribes had kept together, and succeeded in ar services of some clergyman to address the next
resting their progress. Messengers were despatch \ meeting of his temperance society. Jamie is one
ed to bring up the army, and the hostile parties, in of those unconscionable fellows who imagine that
the meantime, began the engagement. The fight the business of a minister of the gospel is not fin
continued for three hours, when the rebels were ished when he has preached a couple of discour
defeated leaving 22 men killed, and nearly 100 ses on the Sabbath; he really presumes to say, that
wounded. The Queen's party lost five men killed. both minister and layman should be instant in sea
—The ringleaders were not killed. Seventeen son and out of season, and like their great Mas
were brought to trial on the 3d of March, and ter going about continually doing good. He does
three were sentenced to banishment for life, to an not set up for a preacher nevertheless, hut confines
island at a distance from Tahiti, while the remain himself to his own proper sphere. He applied
ing fourteen were sentenced to various other pun" to ministers to address his meetings, and though
some few of them continued to turn up their nose,
ishments specified by the laws.
“Whether this rupture will be thecauseof con and tell him significantly that they preach the gos
tinued hostility, it is hard to say; but it is worthy pel, even when Jamie did ask in his simplicity
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__ had Paul forgot his resolution to know no mind, which shall be ail active in good or ill when gospel, e more strongly did he feel himself drawn
thing but Christ and him crucified, when he rea the present generation are mouldering in the grave. by a Sajur's love, to accept, to adorn and propalie commenced, therefore, the work of reforma gate it.-Though beyond middle life, lie had ne
soned of righteousness, temperance, and judgment
to come, yet to the honor of the ministry around tion in his own Sabbath school, and he commenc ver celeated his Saviour’s love at the sacramen
him, be it told, that whenever he got up a meeting, ed in the right way—by communicating informa tal table Now, however, he saw it to be his duty
a minister was at Jamie’s service to address it. A tion, and bringing both teachers and scholars to and privfege; and those whose hearts are set on
house, however, was not always readily obtained. think and apply the truth for themselves. He winningiuls can conceive with what holy joy a
Whiskey had influential friends in the neighbor wished none, he said to join his ranks against the worthy yung temperance minister, whose congre(_____ r though not reat enemv, but volunteers; he wished for no in- gation Jnie lately joined, saw him sitting down
hood, and for a while, temperance,
the least of the virtues, was forced to hold her le- ; fluence over any one, but the influence of truth; at the la observance of the communion, to com
and no bond upon any but the bond of an enligh- : memoral with his fellow Christians the dying love
vees in a barn. The use of a place of worship 11
having been sternly refused; the use of a school tened conscience. Cautiously, and apparently of the giat Redeemer.
house was obtained once or twice, but such was without design, he introduced a proposal for each j “Not into us, O Lord, not unto us, but unto
the crowd in attendance, as indeed has been the teacher in rotation to read an interesting extract; thy nam<give praise, even for thy truth and foe
case at almost, all temperance meetings, that a part to the scholars, on some suitable subject, and tem  thy mere’s sake.’
of the audience were fain to cling to the roof, and perance of course was not excluded. The mere
¥=
n E Li G I o u s.
some little damage having been complained of, liearing of the principles of temperance societies
the house was refused for the future, though Ja- was sufficient to make converts of some of theteachmie proposed to repair for three half pence the ers, for what can be more rational than abstaining MATTHIV HENRY’S RULES FOR SANCTIFYING TIIE SABBATH.
whole damage sustained.
from distilled spirits, and promoting temperance,
Though as a body, Jamie’s temperance society ! but it was not so with others. Freethinkers may
Let th difference which you put between the
was most steady, yet a few, and only a few, fell. talk as they please about a man having no more Sabbath ay and other days be from conscience,
It would be harsh to say that some were not soriy control over his belief, than the hue of hisskin or tha not from ustom.
at their fall; at least many temptations were thrown height of his stature, still it is a simple fact of Ja
Have a eye to Christ; remember it is his day;
in their way by men who would not be supposed mie’s experience, that it is mighty hard to con do all as hto Christ; mark the promise, Isa. lviii.
to be the ‘ devil’s decoy ducksand when they fell, vince a man who does not wish to be convinced, 13, 14. Jo your Sabbath work in dependence
a shout of triumph was raised against the tempe and, that when any body first resolves to contin on the Spit: pray that the Spirit would help your
rance society. Such trials as these only urged ue to drink, be is then marvelously fertile in ob infirmitie move upon the waters, stir the pool,
Jamie on with fresh vigor.
jections againt the temperance society. One of and helpmu in. Prepare for the Sabbath before
Principally through the prudent and laborious th.e teachers, especially, who had been at different it conies. Remember it, we read in the gospel of
exertions of Jamie, a great moral reformation has times overtaken by the bottle coming from the mar the prepaation; that is, the day before the Sabbath.
been effected throughout an extensive district; ket or fair, was so opposed to temperance that when Do, however, as well as you can to set the house
three hundred names are enrolled on the list of his turn for reading on the subject came, he had in order especially set the heart in order; see
his temperance society; wives and sisters are bles- still some excuse; and Jamie, without in any way that noting be done on the Lord’s day which might
ing him I'or husbands and brothers reformed; the i wounding his feedings was prepared with an as well live been done oil the day before. God
standard of public sentiment in regard to tempe ' extract to read for him, till at length finding him is gracioB in his allowances; let us not abuse our
rance has been nobly raised; people don't talk [ softened down under the influence of truth and liberty. Review the six days’ work as God did;
now as formerly of a man’s being somewhat ele love, he on one morning of his turn for reading, you will nd all very bad. Renew repentance; 1
vated or tipsy, or merely overtaken, when he is put an extract into his hand and said kindly, just will washmy hands and begin the day with good
drunk, for they have learned to call tilings by their go out for a little and read it over by yourself, and thoughts Wake with God; bid the Sabbath wel
right names, and not practice imposture by slang 1 that will prepare you for reading it nicely to the come; g< forth to meet it; think of Christ's resur
phrases. Public resolutions have been passed children. lie did so, and came in and read it as rection: )hink of his waking early in the morning.
against giving spirituous liquor at wakes, or fune one who felt its power. Jamie saw that his heart Set Godbefore you in all your Sabbath work; do
rals; churns, ploughing matches, baptisms, even was full, he knew that now is the time for doing it as unt< the Lord; see his eye upon you, and let
ing parties, may all be held without fear of ridi good, and not to-morrow, and therefore, rising up, ( your eye be upon him. It is the Sabbath of the
cule, and no spirituous liqyors be presented; men and proposing that a temperance society should be Lord yotr God; from him you are to bear, to him
and women can go tomarket and fair, buy and sell,; formed in the school, be put his own name to the you are
it « be with whom you have to
and yet never think cither of treating or being Iren- J usual declaration—we /too/er io tejiainfnm dilu Jo every day, especially this day. Fill up Sabbath
ted, with spirits; and what still more fully exhibits {led spirits, and promote temperance. The next man time with duty; be good stewards of it; redeem
‘the
l------„r ..„rof
---------------------------------------i._.i :in-------extent
reformation,
it has reached
someWI)O steppCCj forward was the self same teacher
it; lose no part of it; it is all precious. Instruct
cases, even the mast degraded victims of iniquity,' who bad so long opposed. “ Children,” said he, your families in the tilings of God. You would
for some at least of the wretched females already “spirituous liquor is a bad tiling—it has done me not starve their bodies, do not starve their souls.
alluded to, arc now consistent members of the harm—it is doing harm to every thing good, and i Pray with them; let them not be doing your work
temperance society.
to show that I bate it, and renounce it, I have put! when they should be doing God's further than neArguing on the subject of temperance has, in i down my name." The other teachers followed; j cessity requires. Let there be a manifest differa good degree, ceased in the neighborhood; and, 1 the elder children followed the noble example of, ence between that day and other days, in your
though a number of the old or ill disposed appear their teachers, and as a proof that they knew and houses. Go from one day to another, as a bee
decidedly resolved to have their glass, whatever felt what they did—when, after school hours, on from flower to flower. Remember the nature of
the consequences, in the spirit of the fellow who next, candlemass day, the master of a day school the work; the necessity and excellency of it.—
told his doctor that he loved his glass, and did not which some of them attended, brought forth whis-; Sabbaths come hut seldom, therefore be diligent,
care a fig for bis liver; yet the young and consci- ky to treat the scholars, according to custom, the I Let all that is within you be at work, like ail hands
entious are becoming more hearty in the cause of' noble little temperance heroes rose, as if by con-! on a harvest day; attend to secret, family, and
Jamie and temperance.
cert, and marched out of the room.
public ordinances; be more mild thanonotlier
Nothing gladened Jamie’s heart more than the
While thus Jamie urged on the good work of re days; show that you have laid by the world; keep
success which crowned his efforts in the Sabbath forming others, his own heart knew the blessings of it holy by employing it in holy work, or else you
school of which he is superintendant. Spirit drink the promise—“ He that watereth others, shall be keep the Sabbath no better than the brutes, for
ing he knew to be a barrier against the progress of I wateied himselt.
After renouncing whiskey, he they rest. Holy work is to be done every day,
the gospel, not only in preventing drunkards from felt a sweetness and power in God'ss word which but on this day it must be the work of the day;
hearing it, and grieving away the Spirit of God ! he had never known before. He aln
almost doubted do common actions on that day alter a godly sort;
from the moderate drinker, but lie felt it to be pe- ' whether it could be the same old Bible he used to feed the body that it may Le fit to serve the soul;
culiarly distressing on the young, in often swallow-, read. He had been waiting and waiting, in time take care it be not unfitted; eat and drink as those
ing up that money which should be spent in their [ past, as if in expectation that sovereign grace who must pray again. Pray against that which
education, and in withholding from many even the ' would some moment descend in a miracle and drag may take you off from your Sabbath work; be
poor pittance which should cover their nakedness him to holiness and heaven; but now he saw clear much in praise; sing praises. Carry the Sabbath
in the Sabbath school and the bouse of God.
i ly that God is sincere in all his promises, and ! with you into the week; let it relish with all your
As, therefore, the children of the poor had that the gracious invitations of the gospel mean ' converse; you have many thoughts of the world
wrung out. so much of the bitter dregs of spirit .just what they sav.
i on Sabbath days, have as many thoughts of God
drinking, he was anxious that temperance socie
His first duty, he saw clearly, without which on week days. Every Sabbath day think much of
ties, the sworn toes of spirit drinking, should all else was form, was to give his own self to the heaven, have it in your mind, have it in your eye;
with their earliest warmest efforts return blessings ! Lord. He did so: to that God of love who asked that is the general assembly, get ready for it.—S.
to them for years of sorrow, oppression, and wrong, i his heart he gave it. But then be knew that no S. Journal.
Sabbath school teachers too, he saw to be among one goes to heaven or hell alone, the influence of
God’s choicest instruments in the work of reform. the most humble being necessarily exerted either
SABBATH BREAKING.
—Young, yet serious; active and benevolent, for good or ill; and as though travelling in birth
The following anecdote is related of Dr. Adam Clark is
possessed of the confidence of their scholars and for immortal souls, he was each day, by bis con his recently published Life, page 172—f Charleston) Got. Matheir parents, and from their own character, and versation, and example, saying to bis neighbors,
“ After I heard (said Mr. J. Nichols,) the Me
(heir connexion with a noble system of Christian cn- Come with us, and we will do you good. The more thodists preach, and was convicted of sin, I con
terpnse, exercising a mighty moral influence, wide' heartily and fully he obeyed God,the better he liked tinued to work my mills, and sell meal and flour
as the world,
what could
they not do. for the re-j. God’s service; and
the ---more
extensive acquain.
...
---- —
- ------------ on the Lord's day as usual. But in this practice I
generation ot the public cuud, especially of tkatltance

obtained ef the gr«at ■aivatiou of the-boor becasae very uacasy, beiug continually lol-
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know me?” “Who are you?” said the Bishop*
Being told who the minister was, he said that he
did not know him. Another friend came who had
been equally well known, and accosted him in a
similar manner—“ Do you know me, Bishop Be
veridge?” “ Who are you ?” said he. Being told it
was one of his intimate friends, he said he did not
know him. Ilis wife then came to his bed side,
and asked him if he knew her. “Who are you?”
said he. Being told she was his wife, he said he
did not know her. “Well,” said one, “Bishop
Beveridge do you know the Lord Jesus Christ?”
Jesus Christ,” said lie, reviving as if the name had
upon him the influence of a charm, “Oh! yes, I
have known him this forty years—Precious Sa
viour ! he is my only hope!"—S. S. Inquirer.

accordingly ordered rnv men to stop the ills on .suicide. Many died with disease, and thousands
the Lord’s day as I was determined to gnd no were consigned to a watery grave. The small nummore; and I informed my customers that should ' her who remained alive, returned to France without
serve them no longer on the Sabbath, an hoped health, and without spirits. The enterprise was
that they would make it convenient to tine on abandoned, and never again resumed.
the Saturday evening. Some affected tody me;
Another fact. When the first band of missionothers said they would go toother sh s; but aries sailed fro.n this country for the Sandwich
scarcely any supposed that I would be sandy to Islands many prayers were offered for their safety
my resolutions. The next Sabbath they same as and success, and in behalf of the idolatrous peousual, and every one was refused. Theirdisplea- pie to whom they were sent. The returning ship
sure was general, and they went to otheimillers; brought the intelligence, that their prayers were
of whom there were several in the neighorhood. answered. EvenbeforethemissionarieshadreachThe next Saturday, however, many of thru came ed the Island the natives abandoned their idols,
and were served; and in a short time, all as many ' and were waiting with open arms, to receive those
EVIDENCES OF CHRISTIANITY.
as I had before, returned; and now far fnm being who wouid teil them of the Christian’s God.
The following paragraph, extracted from Coleridge, present*
Another. ‘O,’said Alexander Henry, of Phil
poorer, on account of this sacrifice, wlich many
said would be my ruin, I am this day at least one adelphia, in relation to a son who had just return a practical and important view of the Christian evidences.-thousand pounds richer, than I was th«i.” Dr ed from college without having completed his edu- Episcopal Recorder.
Claike adds, “here, then, is a plain coifutation, cation, and who purposed to engage in mercantile
“I shall merely state [here] what my belief is,
founded on a very strong fact, of that vretched pursuits—‘O, I have dedicated this son to the concerning the true evidences of Christianity. L
objection; ‘If I do not sell on the Sabbath, Lord, and if he would grant my desires, that my Its consistency with right reason, I consider as the
that I shall lose my customers, and so bcreduced i son might become a pious devoted minister of outer court of the Temple, the common area, with
to poverty.’ No. Such persons do not male theChrist, I would be willing that he should labor in which it stands. 2. Tiie miracles, with and
al, therefore, they cannot, tell how it migltbe with i among the poor, or spend his life as a missionary j through which Religion was first revealed and.
them, and their objections are not to be Egarded, j to the heathen. I would be willing to support him I attested, I regard as the steps, the vestibule, and
as they arefoundedonly on conjecture ard uncer- jail his days, if necessary. But alas! I almost de- j tiie portals of the Temple. 3. Tiie sense, the in
tainty’ At allevents thething should be ibandon- { spair of ever having the desire of my heart grati-1 ward feeling, in the soul of each believer, of its ex
ed, for it is a sin against God, and theorder of'fied. My son shows no seriousness; he is gay and I ceeding desirableness—the experience that heneeds
society.”
! unstable. I have sent him to college, but he has 1 something, joined with the strong foretokening,
----------------------------- - ----j returned home, and I know not what mure I can I that the Redemption and tiie Graces propounded
EFFICACY OF PRAYER.
do for him.”
to us in Christ, are what he needs; this I hold to
“It is not my present purpose to prove, by an j The friend to whom the father thus unbosomed 1 be tiie true Foundation of the spiritual Edifice.
appeal to the Bible, that prayers are not ost; but j his pious solicitude, advised him to send his sob to ! With the strong a priori probability that flows in
to show that, as prayer acknowledges a superin- j a college, distinguished for its good morals and J from 1 and 3 on the correspondent historical evi
tending providence, so God in his provicence an-, piety. Accordingly the son was sent, accompan-1 dence of 2, no man can refuse or neglect to make
swers prayer. Look at the following facts.
j led with the prayers of an anxious parent. In a ! the experiment without guilt. But 4, it is the ex
In 1662, the second year after our fathers step- ’revival soon after, he became hopefully pious.— perience derived from a practical conformity to
ped upon the rock at Plymouth, there was a se- i In due time he entered the ministry—became pas- tiie conditions of the Gospel—-it is tiie opening
vere drought in the colony, from May. till the tor of a Church in Charleston, South Carolina, Eve; the dawning Light; the terrors and the pro
middle of July. The corn withered. Upcn which, ’ He died in 1827. But although deaxl, he yet speak- mises of spiritual growth; the blessedness of iovthey set apart a day of humiliation, to seek the 1 eth. Many will doubtless remember in heaven, ing God, as God; tiie nascent sense of sin, hated
Lord by humble and fervent prayer.
(the name of Dr. Thomas C. Henry, as the instru- as sin, and of the incapability of attaining to ei
The day came. Its morning was clear; hut be- ; ment in the hand of God. of turning them to right- ther without Christ; it is the sorrow that still ris
fore night, their prayer was answered—the rain j eousness. And that father wilfreap a rich reward, es up from beneath, and the consolation that meets
fell in abundance, and the corn was revived.
i for the prayers offered up in bfchalf of this son.
it from above; tiie bosom treacheries of the Prin
None but a Deist, or an Atheist, or one grossAnother. One of the most remarkable, and ex- cipal in tiie warfare, and tiie exceeding faithful
ly ignorant of the history our country, dare ; tensive revivals of religion in this country com- ness and long suffering of the uninterested Ally;
aver, that prayer has had noAifiuence on her pros- j meuced in the following manner. That eminent —in a word, it is the actual trial of faith in Christ,
perity and happiness.
' woman, the wife of President Edwards, during with its accompaniments and results, that must
Washington was a manof prayer. It is the tes- her residence at Northampton, was deeply affect- torin tiie arched Roof, and the faitii itself is the
timony of his soldiers, chat their general used to ed in view of the low state of piety in her soul.
completing Keystone. In order to an efficient
retire to the grove, to commend the cause of his She felt that she needed more holiness; and she belief in Christianity a man must have been a
country to God.
set herself to seek it with intense desires. She de Christian; and this is the seeming argumentumin
Says the late President Dwight, when discour voted several days, at different times to fasting and circulo, incident to all spiritual Truths, in every
sing on the subject of answer to prayer, ‘I am prayer; and to a renewal of her covenant with subject not presentable under tiie forms of time
bound as an inhabitant of New-England to declare God. The result was, the most extraordinary and space, as long as we attempt to master by
that were there no instances to he found in any manifestation of tiie divine favor. Other mem the reflex acts of Understanding, what we only
other country, the blessings communicated to tin's, bers of tiie church passed through similar exerci know by the act of becoming. “Do the will of
would furnish ample satisfaction concerning this ses—caught a glow of the same feeling, and the my Father, and ye shall .know whether I am of
subject, to every sober, much more to every pi sacred fire spread.
God.” These four evidences I believe to have
ous man. Among these, the destruction of the
Once more. A gentleman in Boston, had an im been, and still to be, for the world, for tho^church,
French armament, under the Duke d’Anville, in penitent son in Vermont. For the salvation of his all equally necessary: but that at present and
the year 1746, ought to be remembered with grati-1 son, he felt extremely anxious, and calling on for the majority of Christians born in Christian
tude and admiration, by every inhabitant of this i some members of the church, made known to them countries, I believe the third and the fourth cvi*
country. This fleet consisted of 40 ships of war his feelings and requested them to go with him,! deuces to he the most operative, not as supersed
—was destined for the destruction of New Eng and pray that his son might be converted to God. j ing, but as involving a glad undoubting faith in the
land—was of sufficient force to render that de Not long after, the son knocked at his father’s ' two former. Credidi, ideoque intellexi, (I have
struction, in the ordinary course of things certain; door in Boston. The father opened the door;! believed therefore have I known.) appears to inc
and sailed from Chehucto, in Nova Scotia, for this and the son on seeing him exclaimed, weeping—j the dictate equally of Philosophy and Religion,
purpose. In the mean time, our pious fathers, ap ‘I have come to see you, that you may rejoice! even as I believe Redemption to be the antecedent
prised of their danger, and feeling their only safe with me for what the Lord has done for my soul.’ of Sanctification, and not its consequent. All
ty was in God, had appointed a season of fasting His father inquired at what time his mind was first spiritual predicates may be construed indifferent
arrested. He replied on such an evening, about ly as modes of Action, or as states of Being.—
and prayer, to be observed in all the churches.
While Mr. Prince—pastor of the Old South 8’ociock. His father remembered that, it was the Thus holiness and blessedness are the same idea,
church in Boston—was officiating on this fast-day, same time, at which he and his brethren engag now seen in relation to act, and now to existence.”
and praying most fervently to God, to avert the ed in prayer for that son.
Such, brethren, is the voice of Providence, cor
Practical Religion.—Solid satisfaction and
dreadful calamity, a sudden gust of wind arose,
[the day till now had been perfectly clear and roborating the numerous declarations of Scripture, rest in the scriptural revelation will oaly'TTe found
calm,J so violent as to cause a loud clattering of that God does answer prayer. “ He that- hath an in cultivating what Calvin wisely calls ‘a kind of
learned ignorance,’ a well instructed contentmehl
the windows. The Rev. pastor paused in his ear to hear, let him hear."—Cincinnati Jour.
to be ignorant of what God has forborne to de
prayer—and looking around upon his congrega
A NAME ABOVE EVERY NAME.
clare. But to begin with the speculative instead
tion with a countenance of hope, he again com
When the pious Bishop Beveridge was on his of the practical truths of revelation, and to insist
menced, and with great devotional ardor, suppli
cated the Almighty to cause that wind to frus death bed, he did not know any of his friends and! upon an explanation of its difficulties as a prere
trate the object of their enemies, and save the connexions. A minister with whom he had been quisite to the acknowledgment of its authority and
well acquainted visited him; and when Conducted! personal application of its truths, this spirit resists
country from conquest and Popery.
A tempest ensued, and the greater part' of the into his room he said, “Bishop Beveridge: do you ! faith, the appointed medium of Divine light, and
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thus gives to infidelity alt its force, and leaves the world. My course of conduct in relation to Evan- I larly, lave enjoyed a peace of mind behre un.
heart the unconscious victim of its own delusions, gelical ministers and C hristians was such as might i known i me, and have obtained increasing light
The more we are disentangled from speculative in- • be expected from one who cherished such senti- and str<gth in spiritual things.
quiries, and occupied in the pursuit of scriptural1 ments. I have it in painful remembrance that I
The ible which I once rejected, I am fully
truth, the more settled will be our conviction of opposed them, and made them and the cause they ■ convincl and firmly believe to be a revelation
the genuineness of the testimony, and our conse-1 espoused the subject of jest, and ridicule, and in- I from Gt. My views of the Christian Sabbath,
quent enjoyment of its privileges.
Let us not gulged towards them feelings of strong dislike and which I ave greatly profaned, are entirely alter
ed. I nw regard it as a Divine institution to be
therefore trifle with temptation, by suffering the contempt.
But the names of Infidel and Universalist, I was kept hoi; and I look forward to its return from
objections of a caviling infidelity to ‘lodge within
us.’ Let us instantly bring them to the test of aware, were not popular. For a few years I have week toveek with high anticipations of happiness
conscience, ‘to the Jaw and to the testimony.’ assumed the name of Unitarian, for two reasons, in the emyment of the precious privileges it afThus let us ‘resist the devil and he will flee from —one was, that it exposed me to less odium—the fords in he private and public worship of God.
other I found I could be reckoned in that elasg I take ggat comfort in prayer, in reading the Bius.’—Bridges Life of Miss Graham.
without any material change in my religious opin ble, in haring the Gospel, and in intercourse with
For the Gambier Observer.
ions. And here I honestly and soberly declare, pious peple. The way of salvation by the grace
Mr. Editor:—None, I should suppose, who that these several names were assumed at differ of God trough the atonement of Christ appears
know any thing of experimental religion, can be ent times as a mere disguise—as convenience or right, saf, and glorious, and I rejoice in commit
insensible to the power of the law of sin, which interest might require. And I now regard these ting myslf to the hands of Christ, whom I de
wars, constantly, and unsparingly in their members: several schemes as essentially the same. I have sire to roeive as my all-sufficient Redeemer and
and none ought to neglect all the means in their been intimate with men in all the ranks of socie portion. I daily feel that I am a sinner, and ray
power to bring it into subjection, and strive after ty belonging to these religious persuasions, and I past life ppears to me inexpressibly vile; and I
its destruction. To such of your readers as are have found their sentiments substantially the same am filledwith wonder that God has suffered me
thus fighting, the following extracts from Owen on relative to the fundamental points in religion—none to live as ong as he has.
of them so far as I could discover, receiving the
I am Eady to give my serious and cordial as
indwelling sin, may be serviceable.
Bible as decisive authority in religious faith. This, sent to th doctrines professed by this church, be
Yours, &c.
V.
lieving tbm to be according to the Scriptures of
“First. The great means to prevent the fruits I need not say, is denying its inspiration.
During a few years past, my feelings towards truth; anl during the residue of my life I desire
and effects of this aversation, (i. e. hatred to God)
is the constant keeping of the soul in an univer Evangelical religion and its advocates have been to do wht lies in my power to promote the wel
gradually becoming more favorable. Several cau fare of Zon, and to counteract any unhappy insally holy frame.
“ Secondly. Labor to prevent the very begin ses have operated to produce this change. Among fluence wiich I may have exerted upon any of my
ning of the workings of this aversation; let grace these I regard the temperance effort as having fellow ctizens. And I do solemnly and in this
had no inconsiderable influence. In this enter public nanner, express my utter abhorrence of
be beforehand with it in every duty.
“Thirdly. Though it do its worst, yet be sure prise I cordially enlisted; and I found myself at all those schemes of error, which I have hereto
it never prevail to a conquest. Be sure you be once connected with evangelical ministers and fore avofed, and which, though passing under
not wearied out by its pertinacity, nor driven from Christians, while those, who agreed with me in re different lames, I solemnly believe to be virtually
your hold by its importunity; do not faint by its ligious opinions, with few exceptions, did not pro the samfl in their nature, and most pernicious in
opposition. Take the Apostle’s advice, ‘ We desire mote, hut rather hindered the cause of temperance. their influence upon the spiritual interests of man
that every one of you do show the same diligence, I became convinced that the cause of temperance kind.
It is with a desire, if I am not deceived, to hon
to the full assurance of hope unto the end; that and that of religion were most intimately connect
yc be not slothful,’ Ileb. vi. 11. Still hold out in ed, and the result of my observation and reflec or the n^ine, and promote the cause of Iliin who
tion, was a conviction that the system of religion died for me the chief of sinners, and from a sense
the same diligence.
“Fourthly. Carry about a constant humbling usually denominated Evangelical, or Orthodox, of duty to the Saviour and his church that I of
sense of this close aversation unto spiritualness, was the true one. Thus, as I now perceive, a wise fer myself for admission among his visible follow
and merciful God was leading me by a way that I ers—I do this with tear and trembling, lest I shall
that lies in our nature.
“ Fifthly. Labor to possess the mind with the knew not, and preparing my mind for that great be left tc dishonor religion; but I ask for a special
beauty and excellency of spiritual things, that so moral change, which I hopehassince been effected. interest ia the prayers and watchful admonitions of
But though some alterations in my views and the church—-that I may bs enabled by divine
they may he presented lovely and desirable to the
soul, and this cursed aversation to holiness will he some amendment in my morals had taken place, grace to do something for the advancement of the
still I remained entirely stupid with regard to my Redeemer’s kingdom in the world.
weakened thereby.”
own spiritual state.
I cannot close this communication without most
Iron the New Hampshire Observer.
In the course of last winter, I was led, by what earnestly warning all, especially the young, against
means I know not, to the conviction that my Infidel the delusive and dangerous course, which I have
T11E IN FI D E L REC L AIM E D.
Messrs. Editors.—Thu accompanying communication was hooks ol which 1 had several, would do mischief pursued. I beseech them to beware of reading
made by the gentlvnan whose name is annexed to it, to the to my children, or others, should they ever come books, which, however plausible their arguments,
church a- 1 congregation under my pastoral care, at the time
of his admission to our communion. At his request and with into their hands. This impression continued and be do in fact teach doctrines, that serve only to si
the hope that it may do good, I send it tor insertion in your came deeper and deeper, and gave me no little un lence conviction, lessen a sense of the evil of sin,
paper. II iving been a professional man, and for many years easiness lor many months. I at length conclud and give licence for continuance in sin, by holding
considerably in public life, he is somewhat extensively known, ed to destroy them, not doubting if this were done out the hope of a future happiness without imme
especially in this part of the State.
And wherever he has
been known, it lias been as an infidel, or at least as a deter- my mind would at once regain its accustomed calm diate repentance and a holy life. Equally perni
ness—These pernicious hooks I deliberately burnt cious, if not still more so, is intimacy with wicked
jnined opposer of evangelical religion. Yours, &c.
the first day of last April. But the ways of God companions. One artful man of corrupt principle*
Kiodge, Nov. 25, 1833.
A, W. Burnham.
To the first Congregational Chureh in Jiindge, N. IL ami the are not as our ways. As soon as the last book may, unless God prevent it, ruin the souls of mul
congregation worshipping with it.
was consumed, and before I arose from my seat, titudes.
Respected Brethren and Friends,—Being for the first time in my life, so far as I can recol
I reflect with shuddering of soul upon the aw
about to connect myself with the church in ibis lect, I felt a conviction that I was personally a sin ful gulf, to which my former opinions were leading
place, I regard it a duty which I owe to the cause ner and guilty before God, from this moment, me—a course, which I was induced to enter upon
of truth to make a more public statement of my though I knew not what it meant, I had no peace through thei nflnence of erroneous writings and cor
religious history than is customary on similar oc day nor night for two or three weeks. My ago rupt companions. Letyouth beware of these source*
casions.
ny of mind it is impossible for me to describe.— of danger. 1 believe their only ground of safety
With my general course of life most of this peo My feelings were to me entirely new; and the to he a life of prayer and of obedience to the win
ple are acquainted. It is sufficient therefore to doctrine of conviction of sin and of conversion I of God.
say, that though, educated in the belief that had always ridiculed. I tried in vain to throw off
Different opinions, probably, will be formed by
the Scriptures are the word of God, yet, in early my impressions; but I felt that some invisible pow different persons, of the communication I have
life, by means of erroneous books, and asso er wasdealing with me. Forought I know my health here made. But I have only to say, that I have
ciates ot bad principles, I imbibed opinions, which was good, my mind sound—but I had such a view done it in the sincerity of my heart, and must leave
I now regard as fundamentally corrupt and ru of my sins, and such particularly, was the opposi the result with God, earnestly'’ desiring that thi*
inous. Led astray first by thei plausible, but fal- tion of mv hard and rebellious heart against God, expression of my views may be blest to the good
licious arguments of Elkanah Winchester, I adopt that for several days I was unable to attend to any of my fellow men.
Thomas Jewktt.
ed his sentiments fully, and from his doctrine of business, or enjoy food or sleep. After days and
temporary future punishment, the transition to Uni- nights °f struggling, in my extremity I called for
PARENTAL GOVERNMENT.
versalism, or the disbelief of any future punish the first time in my life, upon Jesus Christ for help.
FROM THE LIFE OF HOWARD.
ment, was very natural and easy. This latter f My hardened heart began to yield, and I exoe
Regarding children as creatures possessed o(
scheme, so perfectly agreeable to the doer of rienced some quietness of mind. I immediately strong passions and desires, without reason and
evd, really adopted and warmly advocated for < felt that I ought to set up the worship of God in experience to control them, he thought that na
several years.
I my family. But the duty was new to me, and ture seemed to mark them out as the subjects of
At thirty years of age I tried to become an many formidable obstacles rose up to view. But absolute authority; and that the first and funda
Atheist, but though I never was left' to deny, or«after a violent conflict, I have reason to bless God mental principle to be inculcated upon them, was
disbelieve the existence of a God, yet I adopted ; he enabled me to overcome them, and to commence implicit and unlimited obedience. This cannot >o
the system oi deism, utterly rejecting the Bible j and to maintain to this time morning and evening effected by any process of reasoning before rea.oa
M the work of man and an imposition upon the, worship in my family. From thia*hour, particu- has its coiudaenceaient, and therefore must bo t ♦
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result of coercion. The coercion he practiced was
calm and gentle. But, at the same time, steady
and resolute. I shall give an instance of it, which,
says Dr. Aiken, I had from himself. His child
one day wanting something which he could not
have, fell into a fit of crying which the nurse could
not pacify. Mr. Howard took him from her,
and laid him quietly in his lap, till fatigued with
crying, he became still. This process a few times
repeated, had such an effect that the child, if cry
ing ever so violently, was rendered quiet the in
stant his father took him. In a similar manner,
without harsh words and threats, still less blows,
he gained every other point which he thought ne
cessary to gain, and brought the child to such a
habit of obedience, that I have heard him say, he
believed his son would have put his finger into
the fire, if he had commanded him.”
Notwithstanding this, he himself often feelingly
lamented the loss of his wife’s assistance in form
ing the early habits and correcting what was wrong
in the temper of his son. He feltand acknowledged
how much more capable is a prudent and tender
mother of managing a young child, than the kind
est father possibly can be. There is a somewhat
of gentleness, of fondness, of never slumbering
watchfulness and, as it were, of intuitiveforesight
in maternal solicitude, which no attention, however
anxious on the part of surviving relatives, near as
they may be, can ever supply.—<S. <$. Jour.
ARCHBISHOP CRANMER.

It might naturally be supposed that the terrible
failure experienced by the persecutors of Cranmer in the preceding vear would have crushed ef
fectually the hopes and devices of his adversaries.
But it was not so. The former confederacy had
been chiefly conducted by Churchmen. Another
attempt of the same kind was now got up under
the patronage of the Duke of Norfolk and ether
members of the council. The snake had been
scotched, hut not destroyed. There was still re
maining in the Diocese of Canterbury a residue
of hostility and malice, which, with the aid of no
ble and powerful men, might be easily wrought up i
into another formidable plot. The process by
which, on this occasion, the cauldron was filled and
heated, is not distinctly to be ascertained. Thus
much, however, is known—that, very soon after
the Duke of Suffolk was in bis grave, a complaint
was laid before the King by certain members of
his council, that “the Archbishop and his learned
men had so infected the whole realm with their un
savory doctrine, that three parts out of four in the
land were abominable heretics.” And the suit of
the petitioners was that out of pure regard for the
safety of his majesty and the peace of his domin
ions, “the Archbishop might immediately be com
mitted to the Tower.” And when his majesty ap
peared to hesitate, they most dutifully represent
ed that the primate “was a member of the privy
council: that if he were left at liberty no mortal
would dare to utter a syllable against him: but
that, if he were once in durance, their tongues and
consciences would immediately be released from
all restraint, and his majesty’s counsellors would
be enabled to search out the truth.” To this in
comparable reasoning his majesty gave, to all ap
pearance the fullest acquiescence: and he author
ized his trusty advisers to summon the archbishop
for the next day, and, if he should see fit, to order
him into custody.
At eleven o’clock the same night, Henry de
spatched Sir Anthony Denny to Lambeth, with
an order that Cranmer should instantly attend him
at Westminster. The Archbishop, on receiving
the message, arose from his bed, and repaired to
the King, whom he found in the gallery in White
hall, his majesty immediately communicated to him
the charges which had been preferred against him
by the council, gravely adding that he had acce
ded to their request. On this Cranmer, with the
humblest acknowledgments, protested his entire
willingness to be committed to the Tower, provid
ed always that he might not be deprived of the
liberty of defending himself against his accusers.
On this the king burst out—“O Lord God, what
simplicity is yours to submit to an imprisonment
that must end in your ruin! Know you not this

false knaves will instantly come forward to ar
raign you,— who, if you were at liberty, should
not dare to show their face? No, no,—not so,
my Lord ol Canterbury. Go you to the council
to-morrow; and when you appear before them, de
mand to be confronted with your accusers. Should
there be a moment’s hesitation, produce this ring
the sight of which will instantly bring the matter
before me.”
The next' morning Cranmer followed implicit
ly the instructions of his sovereign. By eight
o’clock he was in attendance on the council. They
were not immediately prepared to call him in; and
lie was left in their ante-room among the lakeys
and serving-men in waiting. This brutal insult
was soon reported to Dr. Butts, the king’s phy
sician; who on entering the royal apartment,
mentioned that he had seen a strange sight that
morning. The King desired him to explain: on
which Butts replied, “The Primate of all Eng
land is become a serving-man: and for the great
er part of an hour he has been standing among his
brethren of that function, at the door of the coun
cil-chamber.”—“Ha!” said Henry, “is it so! they
shall hear of this before long.”—At last Cranmer
was summoned; and when he had heard the com
plaint against him he required that his accusers
might be called before them in his presence.—
This righteous request was made in vain. Their
lordships insisted on his immediate commitment
to the Tower. On this he produced the ring de
livered to him by his majesty the night before.—
This most unwelcome apparition threw the august
assembly into utter confusion; and extorted from
Lord Russel the following exclamation,—confirm
ed with a mighty oath,—“ Said I not true,my Lords,
that the King would never endure that my Lord
of Canterbury should be disgraced by imprison
ment, for any cause less than arraignment for high
treason?”
The magic of the ring brought the whole con
clave, together with the supposed delinquent, at
once into the royal presence. “I thought,” said
Henry, “ that I had a discreet council. But'what
am I to say now? Is my Lord of Canterbury a
slave, that you should keep him at the door of
your chamber, like a serving-man ? What would
any of you say if an indignity like this were of
fered to yourselves? I would have your lordships
to understand that the realm of England con
tains not a more faithful subject than I have ever
found in my Lord of Canterbury; and he that
pretends attachment to me must be ready to show
respect and honor to him.” On this, the voice of
deprecation and apology began, incontinently, to
issue from the lips of the astounded courtiers.—
they meant no sort of injury to his Grace of Can
terbury. They requested, it is true that he might
be committed to the Tower; but their sole object
was that he might come forth from his confinement
with augmented reputation and glory,”—“Is it
even so?” said Henry; “think ye, then, that I dis
cern not how the world goeth among you? Think
ye that I see not the malice which sets you one
against another ? I council you, let it be avoid
ed out of hand. And never agam let my friends
receive such usage as this at your hand.” With
these wotds he left them: and the scene that fol
lowed was eminently pacific. I he men who ten
minutes before had been digging a pitfall for his
feet, now held out to Cranmer the right Land of
reconciliation and friendship. The pledge was ac
cepted by him with his usual clemency of temper;
and the King again desired that the peace might
he ratified between them at the hospitable board
of Lambeth Palace.—Le Bas Life of Archbishop
Cranmer.
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found a matter of great difficulty. The only rem 
edy for this evil is the adoption of a systematic
rule by every one who has learned the happy les
son, “that it is more blessed to give than to re
ceive. Happily such a one, perfectly adapted to
the desired end, exceedingly simple and univer
sally practicable, is to be found in the inspi
red volume; “ Upon the frst day of the week”
says St. Paul (1 Cor. xvi. 2,) “let every one of you
lay ty
slorCt as God has prospered him.”
I he adoption of this rule by every Christian in our
communion, would, we are persuaded, ensure the
practice of Christian benevolence as a matter of
principle and duty, and call forth the resources
of the Church more effectively than any other
plan which could be devised.
This subject is happily illustrated in a sermon,
upon the words above quoted, by the Rev. Ben
jamin Dorr, Rector of Trinity Church, Utica,
which is entitled, “The Apostolic Rule, or
the duty of Systematic Charity,” and ha*
recently been published in this city, it discusse*
the broad principle of Christian benevolence with
out reference to any particular charity, and will
therefore be found of universal application arid utility. We should be pleased to have its valuable
suggestions brought before the consideration of ev
ery member of our church.
Mr. Dorr lias appended to his sermon the ad
dress of Bishop Doane, the resolutions of the New
Jersey Convention, and the recent Pastoral Letter
to the Clergy of that Diocese upon “the offerings
of the Church.”—These documents, with which
our readers are familiar, enforce the general prin
ciple asserted in Mr. Dorr’s sermon, and give the
details of a plan by which it may be carried into
successful operation. These, with some modifica
tions, may be generally adopted throughout the
Church. Where they are, we would have the
fund collected throughout the Diocese, not subject
to the direction of Trustees, but leave it optional
with each contributor to designate the objects to
which lie makes bis contributions. We think with
Mr. Dorr of the various objects of benevolence
presented to our view, that “of their respective
claims and of his own ability, each individual wiMit
be, and ought to be the judge.” We think this sug
gestion worthy of consideration where it is thought
expedient to adopt any general plan similar to
that of the Diocese of New Jersey. There, it
should be added, individuals are left at liberty to
dispose of their benevolent funds accordingi to
their wishes, not through, but independently of,
the Trustees appointed by the Convention. It
was resolved by that body that the resolutions in
reference to the “Offerings of the Church,” “are
not designed to discourage contributions in other
forms heretofore made, or hereafter to be made,
for the promotion of similar objects.” It is not ne
cessary to await the action of Conventions or the
formation of associations, to bring into operation
the rule recommended by the Apostle.
He ad
dresses himself to m/ww/wa/s, and individuals may
proceed at once to follow his advice; when they
have “laid by in store,” what they are able to be
stow, they will he at no loss for objects to which
it may be judiciously devoted.
Episcopal Recorder.

Then do we find food for our souls in the word
of truth, then do we taste how gracious the Lord
is therein; then is the scripture full of refreshment
to us, as a spring of living water, when we are ta
ken into a blessed view of the glory of Christ
therein. This is the glory of the scripture, that
it is the great, the only outward means of repre
senting unto us the glory of Christ; and he is the
Sun in the firmament thereof, which only had light
in itself, and communicates it to all other things
Systematic Charity.—There can be no doubt besides.—Owen
that the benevolence of Christians at the present
“God hath singled out a Mediator strong and
day far exceeds their beneficence. There is a
sympathy for the wants both temporal and spiritu mighty. If you and your burdens were ever so
al of mankind which may be excited by judicious heavy. He is able to bear you, and to save you
means into active exercise, but which, without ex to the uttermost.— Rutherford.
citement, is apt to remain dormant. Hence it is,
“I would have twenty times have perished i«
that an appeal for immediate a:d to proper objects
is generally successful, while to give permanency my affliction, if I had not leaned my weak back
to benevolent effort and ensure spontaneous and and pressing burden upon the foundation stooe
—that no sooner shall you be in the Tower, than uufailiag contributions to our charitable fundi, is laid in Zion."—lb.
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Anniversary or the Missionary Society or Kenyon Col
lege and Vicinity.—This Society auxiliary to the Foreign
and Domestic Missionary Society of the Episcopal Church
held its annual meeting on the 1st inst—Bishop MTlvaine
presided as chairman. Addresses were delivered in support
of the resolutions offered, in which the importance of a well
,*ducated and properly qualified ministry for the west, was
earnestly and ably advocated, and the duty of cultivating and ■
cherishing a missionary spirit nmong ourselves was affection- j
ittely and solemnly enforced upon all. Its identity with the
spirit of Christianity itself, was clearly pointed out, and the
distinction so often made between domestic and foreign misions, was shown to be unfortunate and wrong,—that the misionary spirit embraces in its sympathies and efforts all for
whom Christ died, and should be as universal in its exercise
ss the “ love wherewith lie loved us.’
Addresses were delivered by Messrs. Buel, Dyer and Ilron»on, and by Bishop Mcllvaine. The sum of $80 was sub
scribed at the meeting in aid of the funds of the parent So
ciety,
The Invidel Reclaimed.—We invite the attention of our
readers to the article under this head on another page. There
are some facts told in it, which in Ibis age of false charity are
worth noting.—Christians styled orthodox are often condemned
«s guilty of indulging an uncharitable and bigoted temper, in
refusing to fellowship with Unitarians, Univcrsalists, and such
like self-styled liberal Christians.—But if the testimony in
the article referred to, given by a competent witness, is to be
relied on, (and of its correctness sufficient proof in other quar
ters may be readily found) then the refusal of such commu
nions to acknowledge them as Christian brethren is well
founded and wholly justifiable. Fur they in fact teach “ano
ther gospel,” and making common cause with Deists and
sceptics of every class', and giving to the holy scriptures only
a human authority, they “deny the Lord that bought them,”
and have no communion of feelings or hopes with the disci
ples of a crucified Master, and the believers in a “message of
reconciliation” sent from God, possessing a divine authority,
and containing the only terms of salvation from the power
and punishment of sin. If, as this witness testifies, a man
may be successively a Unitarian and .a Deist, a Universalist
and an infidel, without any material change of sentiment or
practice, then to be either of these is not a sufficient qualified- •
tion for admission to the Church of Christ, and his professing i
people act consistently, and not uncharitably, in withholding I
fellowship from them.
The Child’s Newspaper—This is a new semi-monthly
publication, edited by Rev. Thomas Brainard, assisted by
Rev. B. P. Aydelott, under the patronage of the Cincinnati
Sunday School Union. It is printed on half a sheet quarto
form, very neatly executed. The specimen number, which
we have received, gives promise of a useful and interesting
publication. But wc think one dollar a year too mnch for a
paper of that size, and for that class of readers.

Temperance in Ohio.—We learn from the Cincinnati I
Journal, some further particulars respecting the Temperance
movements in Columbus at the lime of the late Convention
held in that place. “The interest on the subject did not subaide with the adjournment of the Convention. By special re
quest Dr. Edwards delivered another address on the evening
of the 22d inst. ; and although the meeting was bidden in the
largest church in the place, it was full to overflowing, and
numbers went away for want of room. And on the evening
of the 25th, he delivered another address in the Methodist
Episcopal Church. The committee of the State Tempearnce
Society also held a meeting, and resolved to employ two gene
ral agents’to visit all the counties, and complete the temper
ance organization throughout the State.”
On the evening of the 27th inst. a number of members of
the Legislature met at the State-house, and after consultation,
resolved to form a Legislative Temperance Society, on the
plan of the American Congressional Temperance Society;
and for that purpose they adopted the following constitution :
Constitution of die Ohio Legislative Temperance Society.
As the use of ardent spirit is not only unnecessary, but in
jurious to the social, civil, and religious interests of men ; as
it tends to promote pauperism, crime, and wretchedness; to
hinder the efficacy of all means for the intellectual and inoral
k^nefit of society; and as one of the best means to counteract
Iw deleterious effects, is the influence of united example:
tfcsrafore, we, members of the Legislature of Ohio, and others,

recognizing the principle of abstinence foam the vse of ardent spi
rit, and from the traffic in it, as the basis of our union, do hereby
agree to form ourselves into a society, and for this purpose
adopt the following constitution, viz:
Art. 1. This society shall be called, 'The Ohio Legislative
Temperance Society.'
Art. 2. The object of this society shall be by example and
by kind moral influence, to discountenance the use of ardent
spirit, and the traffic in it, throughout the community.
Arl. 3. Any person who is, or nt any time has been, a mem
ber of the legislative, executive, or judicial branches of the
government of this state, and who practically adopts the great prin
ciple of this society, by signing the constitution, or expressing
to the secretary his wish to have his name added, may be
come a member of this society.
Art. 4. The officers of this Society, shall be a President,
Vice Presidents, Secretary, Treasurer, and Auditor; whoshall
be chosen annually; who shall continue in office, till others
are elected; and who shall perform the duties customarily as
signed to such officers.
Art. 5. The Society shall annually appoint five persons,
who, together with the officers of the Society, shall constitute
an Executive Committee; three of whom, shall form a quo
rum; and who shall, from time to time, take such measures,
as shall be adapted to render this Society most extensively use
ful.
Art. 6. There shall be an annual meeting, during the ses
sion of the legislature, at such time and place as the commit
tee may appoint; and the president, and in his absence one of
the vice presidents, at the request of the committee, may, at
times, call a special meeting of the society.
Art. 7. This constitution may he altered by a recommen
dation of the executive committee and a vote of two thirds of
the members present at any annual meeting.
They then proceeded to the choice of officers for the ensuing
year, and the following persons were elected, viz:
President—lion. Peter Hitchcock, Geauga county.
Vice Presidents—Gen. Joseph I. M’Dowell, Highland co.;
Gen. John Bigger, Warren co.; Charles Anthony, Esq. Clark
co.; lion. Joshua Collet, Warren co.; Hon. John C. Wright,
Hamilton co.; lion. Ebenezer Lane, Huron county; Hon.
Jeremiah Hallock, Jefferson co.
Secretary—Calvary Morris, Esq., Athens co.
Treasurer—Ralph Osburn, Esq., Franklin co.
Auditor—Frederick Whittlesey Esq., Lorain co.
Executive Committee—William Hawkins Esq., Morgan co.;
G. W. St. John. Astabula co.; Col. Samuel Bigger, Guern
sey co.; Dr. Robert Thompson, Franklin co.; D. Northrop,
Esq., Medina co.

Protestant Episcopal Pulpit.—The December number
of this periodical has just come to hand, containing a sermon
from the pen of the Rev. Bird Wilson, D. D. of the Gene
ral Theological Seminary, New-York,—the subject, “the man
ner of receiving and improving religious instruction," from Eze
kiel 33: 30—32. The sermon we have riot read. We now
notice the “Pulpit,” for the purpose of stating that the next
number will contain a sermon from Bishop Moork of NewYork, and an engraving of the same prelate, to be executed
“ by one of the first artists of our country.”
For the Gambier Observer.
“ Who is afraid? I am not afraid of being a drunkard,”
says the man who occasionally takes a cheerful glass. “ I know
how to govern my appetite, and do not wish to be bound by
any cold-water-society. I take no more than is necessary. I
am not afraid of being a drunkard.”
So said II------ B------- , four years ago in the village of L—h>
state of New-"York Now he occupies a drunkard’s grave.
At that time the writer of this article resided in that place.—
A temperance society was formed, he joined, it. II__ B___
was a clerk in a large mercantile establishment; he was a
young man of fine talents; by his gentlemanly deportment
and interesting manners he had endeared himself to all who
knew bi n. Being in company with him one evening, says
he, “ Before 1 would put my name to the temperance list, I
would throw myself into the river.” At this time while in
company, he would occasionally so far indulge himself in
liquor, that surrounding spectators could easily detect the ex'

citement. In about six months he was dismissed from his
clerkship, and he gave himself up to habits of confirmed drunk
enness—he might even be seen staggering through the streets,
or lying in the gutter. In little more than three years from
tlie time he made the above remark, he was carried to his
grave. He died unlamented, and is remembered only as a
beacon to warn others who are treading in his steps, to beware
of the vortex which, involving him in ruin, blasted the hopes
of his friends, and extinguished all his prospects for life. He
said he was safe—lie took no more than was necessary, and j
had the power of stopping at any time; hut before he was !
aware, he was beyond the reach of hope, an outcast from so- '
ciety, and he died a poor loathsome wretch.
Ibis solemn fact calls loudly to those who are too sanguine
in the hope ot escaping the insatiable thirst for the intoxicating
glass, while they cherish the flame that creates this thirst.__ j
“Let him that thinheth he standeth take heed lest he fall.’ J

,

.....
11 ———
Who is safe while he has any thing to do with spirituoui
liquor in any form? A habit is easily formed, and once form
ed, to break it requires more energy of mind and strength of
principle, than are often possessed.
p
METEOROLOGICAL REGISTER.

Date.
Jan’y.

Sun-rise. 2 o’clock.

1
12°
2
32°
-G°
3
—4°
4
5
4°
—1°
<5
7
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Mean temperature of

9 o’clock. | Wind. 1 Weather.

28°
22°
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26°
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w.
w.
w.
s. w.
w.
S.W.

Clear
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Clear
Clear
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Clerical Changes—The Rev. Daniel Stephens, D. D.,
has resigned the rectorship of St. Peter’s Church, Columbia’
Tennessee, and been appointed Missionary at Bolivar, in the
same State.
The Rev. Leonidas Polk, formerly assistant minister of the
Monumental Church, Richmond, Virginia, has been elected
Rector of Sc. Peter’s Church, Columbia, Tenn.
The Rev. S. G. Litton has resigned the missionary station
of Paris, Tennessee, and been appointed Missionary at La
Grange, in the same State.
The Rev. John Chilton has removed from Jackson, Ten
nessee, to Brownsville in the same State__ Churchman.
'I he Rev. W. L. Keese has resigned the rectorship of St.
Paul’s Church, Albany, and accepted a call as Assistant Min
ister of Trinity Church, New-IIaven, Conn.
The Rev. T. Miner, lately ordained a Deacon, has taken
charge of the congregation of Constantia, Oswego county_
( AuburnJ Gospel Messenger.
Consecration—On Saturday, Dec. 14th, St. Andrew’s
Church, West Vincent, Chester county, was consecrated by
Bishop II. U. Onderdonk. This congregation has been col
lected, the Vestry organized, and the Church erected, within
the current year. The Rector of the parish is the Rev. Cy
rus II. Jacobs.—Episcopal Recorder.

;

We learn that the American Board of Missions intend to
send out during the year 1834, if practicable, sixty-four Mis
sionaries, as follows ;—To Western Africa, 3; to Eastern Af
rica, including a physician, 5; to the Island of Cyprus, 2; to
Asia Minor, 5; to Syra, 4; to the Nestorians of Persia, a
physician 1; to the Mahomedans of Turkey, I; to the 31ahomedans of Persia, 1 ; as explorers in Persia and the coun
tries beyond, 4; to the Bombay mission 4; to Siam, a phy
sician, 1; to South-eastern Asia and the Indian Archipelago,
10; to the Ojil^vas,2; to the Saux, Winnebagoes, and Si
oux, 6 ; to the tribes west of the State of Missouri and the
Territory of Arkansas, towards and beyond the Rocky Moun
tains, 6 ; to the Choctaws and Creeks 4 ; to the Usages, 2; to
the Senecas, 1—total !64. The Board already have under
their care 150 mission families, besides unmarried adult labor
ers and native preachers and assistants,amounting in all to 328
persons. The number of Missionary stations is CO; churches
40; comprising about 2000 members; printing presses 5;
pupils in the schools, about 56,000__ National Gazette.

Western Africa.—The Rev. John Leighton Wilson, ac
companied by Mr. Stephen 11. Wynkoop, have embarked for
Western Africa, in the brig Ann, Capt. Langdon, which sail
ed from Baltimore on Thursday 29th inst. The vesselcarrie*
out a number of colored emigrants to commence a new colo
nial settlement nt Cape Palmas under the agency and conduct
of Dr. Hall. Massrs. Wilson and Wynkoop have gone under
the direction of the A. 15. C. for Foreign Missions, and arc
to explore the country as far as it shall be practicable, with the
design of determining on a missionary station, and of making
arrangements for establishing a literary seminary, and are to
return in the spring; when Air. Wilson will remain in the
United States during the continuance of the rainy season io
Africa: after which it is expected he will return to that con
tinent and be permanently located at that station.—Philadel
phian.
The Virginia Rihle Society have resolved to furnish the
American Bible Society during the present year with the sum
of $20,000 to aid in the Foreign distribution of the Scrip
tures. The Baptist General Convention of Virginia have
passed a resolution approving the object and recommending it
to their churches. This seems to be taking hold right; and
if the other auxiliaries of the National Society would follow
this example, her treasury would be so full that the Directors
could answer all calls made upon them, and pour out upon th«
destitute world, the riches of Eternal truth with a liberal
hand.— Verse Herald.
Attorney General of the United States.—Wc rejoice
that this high office is again filled by a man who fears God as
well as the king. Mr. Butler has been for many years dis
tinguished for his evangelical and benevolent principles, and
has evinced practically, as well as theoretically, his devotion W
the truth, to the spread of light and knowledge, and to the in
terests of the Redeemer’s kingdom. The Albany Telegraph
states, that on the Sabbath previous to his departure for th«
seat of government, he took leave in a most affectionate man
ner, of the Sabbath School, in which he had formerly been en
gaged, and that Ins loss to the :ity of Albany is deplored bj
all classes of citizens—-Rel, Intel.
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The Child at Home__ “The Child at Home,” by the I
The St, Louis Observer, a religious paper, published at St. I the cost of printing and paper for 3,000 copies was thirty Jo,.
Rev. J. S. C. Abbott, author of the Mother at Home, will Ixnus, Missouri, is just received, (No. I.) and it makes a very
be published in a few days by Crocker and Brewster. It is a j handsome appearance, both as to style and matter, and pro i lars; or one dollar per 100. We are not informed whctcc’
, this includes folding, stitching, &c.
book for children; and being very handsomely printed, it will mises to be an important auxiliary in the cause of religion at
iJ'1 v*e,v oi
above, while it appears that moveable iretalbe an admirable blook for a New. Year s Gift—that is, if as a he West----Bost. Bee.
i lie types would he useful for printing ephemeral productions,
whole it is at all equal to the chapters that we have had an op
Seven-eighths of the Burmese can read. In view of this yet we are constrained to inquire if stereotyping from the
portunity to read. The following passage from the chapter
how imperious the obligation of Christians to spread out be | Chinese blocks would not at once afford the highest facilities
on Obedience, will recommend the work to the heart of every fore their eyes the words of Eternal life.
lor the publication of all permanent works. We expect fur
parent, and we should hope also of every child that may be
ther information tre long upon this point__ Tract Mag.
numbered among our readers.—Boston Bee.
1 he number of natives of the Sandwich Islands who can
“ 1 was once called to see a poor woman who was very sick. read the New lestament is 23,127. lhe number is continu
Property of Harvard University—The property in posses
She was a widow and in poverty. Her only companion, and ally increasing.
sion of the University, exclusive of the College buildings, li
only earthly reliance was her daughter. As I entered the
brary, apparatus, and grounds adjoining the buildings, accoi dhumble dwelling of this poor womah, I saw her bolstered up
ing to the Treasurer’s Report of October, 1833, amounted to
GiE Ni'ER JAL SUIffliXAR-Sr.
in the bed, with her pale countenance emaciated with pain,
$460,811 87. Of this amount only $149,171 62 is applica
and every thing about the room proclaiming the most abject
ble to the unreserved use of the College, the balance belong
“
B
ibliotheca
C
lassica
:
or
a
Classical
Dictionary,
conpoverty. Her daughter sat sewing at the head of the bed,
ing to the Theological and Law departments, and including
watching every want of her mother, and active with her nee tabling a copious account of the principal proper names, mentioned the funds pledged to salaries and professorships, &e. The an
dle. The perfect neatness of the room, told how faithful was in ancient authors, &c. &e. &c. By J. Lempriere, D. D. A nual expendit ure of the college for 1832, was $41,054 09. In
the daughter in the discharge of her painful and arduous du new adition, enlarged, remodelled, and extensively improved, come, $40,962 15. Of this last sum, a little more than on«
ties. But her own slender form and consumptive countenance, by Charles Anthon, LL. U., Jay Professor of the Graek and half was derived from the term bills for instruction, room rent
showed that by toil and watching she was almost worn out Latin Languages, &c. &c. &c., in Columbia College, New- &c—N. Y. Obs.
herself. This noble girl, by night and by day, with unwea Y’ork; In2vols. New-York: G. & C. & II. Carvill. 1833."
We have deferred our notice of this work, in order that we
The Bill for calling a convention to revise the constitution
ried attention, endeavored to alleviate the excruciating pains of
her afflicted parent. 1 could not look upon her but with ad might be able to speak of it from careful inspection; and it of the State of Tennessee has became a law. The election in
miration, in seeing the devotedness with which she watched, has seldom been our happiness to see a production so truly to take place on the first Thursday and Friday, in March next,
every movement of her mother. IIow many wealthy parent* honorable to the talent and erudition of our country. Dr. and the Convention will assemble on the third Monday of May.
would give all they possess, to be blessed with such a child__ Anthon has labored, we think, under an excess of modesty, in
Daniel O’Connel has three sons, two sons-in-law, and a
For months this devoted girl had watched around her mother retaining the name of Lempriere. Indeed there is so much brother-in-law, members of the British Parliament.
by night and by day, with a care which never seemed to he original matter, so much new selection, so much judicious ex
It appears that the Mormonitcs have determined to leave
weary. You could see by the movement of her eye. and by cision of Lempriere’s trash, that to give it any other name
the expression of her countenance, how full her heart was of than that of the American editor is injustice to the latter.— the county in Missouri, where they were recently attacked by
sympathy. She did not wait for her mother to tell her what We have never seen a work which is more worthy of a place the people; and have resolved to obtain redress, if possible,
through the medium of the courts of law. The statement of
to do, hut was upon the watch all the time to find out what in every classical library. There is no question in the elegant
the number of persons killed in the conflict was exaggerated ;
would be a comfort to her. This is what I call obedience. literature of the ancients which is not fairly brought into view; according to the most authentic accounts the number did not
It is that obedience which God on Heaven approves and loves. and the toil with which this has been effected, must have been exceed six—Boston Bee.
“I called often upon this poor widow, and always with in immense. There are single articles among those furnished by
creasing admiration of this devoted child. One morning as I Professor Anthon, which, if printed in a more expanded way,
The proving John Randolph’s Will has been postponed till
entered the room, I saw the mother lying upon the bed on the would each make a respectable pamphlet; and these are such the first Monday in July. It is believed that the one which
Hour, with her head in the lap of her daughter. She was as bring down the various subjects to the present advanced emancipated his 200 or 300 slaves, will be substantiated__
breathing short and heavy in the struggles of death. The epoch of critical investigation, and are prepared not onlv with Nathaniel Beverly Tucker, Esq. is appointed Curator of the
tears were rolling down the pale cheeks of her daughter, as care, hut elegance. Such are the notices of the Homeric con Estate, pendente lite.
shepressed her hand upon the brow of her dying mother— troversy, of Cicero, Lucretius, Carthage, the Eleusinian myste
Eclipses.— The Nantucket Enquirer says—“There will be
The hour of death hail just arrived, arid the poor mother in ries,' Troy, Plato, the Pyramids, &c. The modern German
the triumphs of Christian faith, with faint and faltering ac mine has been explored, and its choicest treasures displayed. three visible eclipses in 1831—two of the moon, and one of
cents, was imploring God’s blessing upon her dear daughter. There is a series of masterly and most entertaining articles the sun. The last, which will occur on Sunday, November
It was a most affecting farewell. The mother while thus ex upon the ancient medical writers; and much that is instruc 30, in some parts of the U. States will be total. The greatest
obscuration will he at 26 minutes past 2 o’clock, P. M. It
pressing her gratitude to God for the kindless of her beloved tive in the department of ecclesiastical history. The additions
will be total at Charleston, S, C. and at other places along the
child, breathed her last. And angels must have looked upon are more than four thousand. In a word, we are bound as
penumbra’s centre, for more than two minutes.
that humble abode, and upon that affecting scene, with emo impartial judges, entirely unacquainted with the author, to
tions of pleasure, which could hardly he exceeded by any thing say, that Anthon's Classical Dictionary is every thing which
Mare Cold in Virgiuia---- It is stated in the Richmond Whig
else which the world could present. Oh that all children the inquiring classical scholar or the faithful teacher could of the 13th, that a gold mine had been discovered in the county
wish.
—
Pittsburgh
Briend.
would feel the gratitude which this girl felt, for a mother’s
of Louisa, which, with only two washers, yielded iri one dav,
early love. Then would the world he divested of half its sor
We learn (says the Baltimore American) that one of the recently, four thousand pennyweights of gold, besides a goal deal
rows, and of half its sins. 'This is the kind of obedience, last packets from England brought, back a considerable amount laid aside imbedded in quartz to be pounded!
which every child should cultivate. ”
of Ohio State six per cent stock certificates, which had been
By advices from the Pacific, we learn that the towns of
The work is divivded into seven chapters on Responsibility— 1 sent out lor sale from New-York, but which, it is said, could Arica and Tacua, in Peru, were almost destroyed by en earth
Deception—Obedience
(2 chapters)—— Religious Truth-— ( not be negotiated ill England in consObuefice of apprehended quake on the 18th of September.
Piety—Traits of Character.
difficulties in the currency and moneyed'operations of this
Mr, Black, (who sat in the Senate at the last session of
country. The bills drawn on the strength of the negotiation Congress, by a temporary appointment, from the Governor,)
Supply of the World with Bibles.—Weunderstand that of the certificates, were also returned protested.
has been appointed a Senator of the United States from the
Tiie Baltimore Gazette has the following paragraph:—“It State of Mississippi, for 6 years from the 4th of March last,
an aged gentleman, of moderate income in Washington Coun
ty, N. Y., has offered to the American Bible Society, the sum is said that an express passed through this city yesterday for
of seventy dollars a year towards supplying the whole world Washington, and there is a report very current in town to
FOREIGN.
with the Scriptures, should the Society undertake this work day, that Government Bills to a large amount have lieen re
By arrivals at this port, says the New York. Observer, Lon
turned from London protested.”
within some definite period, twenty years or more.
don papers have been received to the 16th of November, ahd
In a late report of the Baltimore “ Young Men’s Bible So
Philadelphia, Wednesday Dec. 4.
from Portugal direct to the 20th.
ciety,” touching this same great undertaking, the directors say,
Anti-Slavery Convention.—A Convention of Delegates horn
The news from Portugal is unfavorable to the cause of Don
“We earnestly hope that this magnificent enterprise will be nine States met yesterday, at the Adelphi Buildings, to form
Pedro. A battle was fought near St. Ulus on the 3d cf Nov.
embarked in. Its feasibility within the prescribed period can a National Anti-Slavery Society.
There were about fifty in which the Pedroites were completely routed, and apprehen 
not he questioned, provided the friends of the Bible are true delegates present.
sions were entertained at St. Ubes that the Migtieiitcs would
to their God, their profession, and themselves. We trust our
After an address to the Throne of Grace, Beriali Green, soon enter that city. The number of men engaged is not.
native state is preparing to do her duty in this matter: that our President of Oneida Institute, N. Y., was chosen President,
native city will not be backward to meet, liar share of respon and Lewis Tappan, of New-York, and John G. Whittier of mentioned. The main body of Don Miguel’s army appears
to have been at Safitarem, 50 miles north of Lisbon on the 4th
sibility in its success or failure: and that all of us will feel and Mass., were appointed Secretaries.
of Nov. and the battle must, therefore, have been fought be
rciuemher that the providence of God has committed to us,
A Constitution was offered, and after full and deliberate tween two small division of the opposing armies.
each in his degree, a deep and solemn trust, for the faithful discussion, was unanimously adopted.
The news from Spain is also unfavorable for the liberals.
discharge of which we must hereafter account at the bar of
The fallowing officers of the American Anti-Slavery So The Carlists in the Biseayan provinces had compelled El Pas
the Almighty.”
ciety, were then elected: — Arthur Tappan, President; and 28 tor and Gen. Castagnos to retreat to St. Sebastian, near the
This society, which has long been one of great activity and Vice Presid nts,- Elizur Wright, Jr Secretary of Domestic
usefulness, now proposes to form a branch association among Correspondence; Win. Loyd Garrison, Secretary of Foreign French Frontier, and on the 7th of November they entered
Toloso, tne capital of Guipuscoa. In Old Castile also, the
the colored people of Baltimore__ N. Y. Obs.
Correspon lencc.
insurgents were daily increasing in number.
Fifty-three Managers were chosen.---- Names necessarily
It was rumored in Paris on the 11th of November that the
French Government had determined to send into Spain 30,0(10
Royal Octavo Biiu.e.—The American Bible Society has omitted.
Several resolutions xvere adopted, that an Address to the men under Soult as a corpse of observation, hut from the pa
just published the above named Bible with marginal references,
people of the United States should lie published; and also a pers of the latest dates it is inferred that this intelligence was
a book which has been for some time promised, and with which
declaration of the objects of the Society to be signed by the premature.
great pains have been taken. This edition is printed on fine
members of the Convention, and published.—Emancipator.
Don Carlos was at C isteilo Blanco, a village in Portugal
paper, strongly bound in dark calf, embossid, and is perhaps
one of the finest specimens of book-making which this country
Colonization in Africa.—Ottr readers arc already aware of two leagues from the frontier, and was watched by Get). Rohas yet produced. Being of the proper size for family use, it the determination of the Maryland Colonization Society to dil, commandant of Extrainndura. His suite was compov d
would make a New Year's present, of great value, to a young establish a second colony in Africa for the reception of such of of 100 Portuguese and Spaniards at most.
It is said tiiat Gen. Bourmont, having been detected io ea»household. The price, we understand is $3 50, and that a our free colored population as may desire to emigrate thither.
cheaper edition in sheep will soon be issued—74.
We publish to-day an account of the plan for the establish rying on a correspondence with D m Carlos, had been declar
ed
to be an enemy to the country, and as such detained as a
ment of a third by the New-York Colonization Society. We
understand that it has been proposed to the Pennsylvania Co prisoner of war, and sent to a Spanish fortress.
The Catholic priests in Spain, it is said were endeavoring to
The Greek Church.—King Otho, by a Royal Ordinance, lonization Society to form a fourth, and that three gentlemen
in 2.5 articles, dated Napoli, September 14«, declares the inde have expressed a willingness to contribute $1000 each to the persuade the people that to join in the crusade against the lib
pendence of the Greek Church, according to the unanimous object, should it be undertaken. We trust that it will. The erals, would operate as a certain preventive of the cholera.
The Pope had not determined to acknowledge the young
wish of the 36 assembled metropolitan Archbishops of the establishment of numerous colonies upon the coast of Africa,
kingdom, and creates a permanent synod, under the suprema if conducted with judgment and favored by Providence, as the Queen of Spain. Ilis decision in her fayor, it was believed,
would
terminate the civil war.
cy of the King, who is to exercise supreme spiritual power over first has signally been, cannot fail to hasten on the civilization
In Ireland and in Russia much suffering was anticipated in
it. The Greek Church is henceforth to be called, >• The Or of that continent, and open a wider field for the benevolent
consequence of the failure of the crops.
thodox Oriental Apostolical Church for the kingdom of Greece.” operations of the Colonization Society—Episcopal Bee.
There bad been another fire in Constantinople, cailac-d, it 6
The king is at the head of its administration. Kyrillos, me
Cheapness of Chinese Printing.---- The “Scripture Sleeve presumed, by incendiaries.
tropolitan of Corinth, is named President of the Synod; the
It is said that a treasury order of .£8,000 had been tnuevPrivy Counsellor Constantino Schinos, is named State Proc Gem,” published in China at the expense of the American
tor, and several metropolitan member are appointed. Phar- Tract Society, contains two-thirds as many characters as the mitted to the treasury from the B ink of England, to lx? paid
to
Captain Ross, for the discoveries of that gallant ofl&ovr >u
m*tides ia to lie Secretary, The new synod corresponds with Gospel by Mark, being fifty-fobr leaves in about the 32tno.
the minuter of worship and publig instruction.— Churchman. s'uua The coat of the blocks for this work was ten dollars ; 1 the northern regions, and tor the hardship* be ban sofCxmA
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POETRY.
••ADAM WHERE ART THOU?"
Genesis i»i. 9.
The following linos are from the “Incarnation and other
poems," by Thomas Ilagg, « converted infidel and working
mechanic. We copy it from ft late London paper received at
i hia office__ New- York Observer.

Adam, where art thou? monarch, where?
It is thy Maker calls;
What means that look of wild despair?
Wbnt anguish now enthralls?
Why in the wood’s embowering shade,
Dost thou attempt to hide,
From him whose hand thy kingdom made,
And all thy wants supplied?
Go hide again, thou fallen one.
The crown has left thy brow;
Thy robe of purity is gone,
And thou art naked now.
Adiun, where art thou? monarch, where?
Assert thy high command;
Call forth the tiger from his lair,
To lick thy kingly hand;
Control the air, control the earth,
Control the foaming sea:
They own no more thy heavenly birth,
Or heaven-stamped royalty.
The brutes no longer will caress,
But share with thee thy reign;
For the sceptre of thy righteousness,
Thy hands have snapped in twain.

s

-

Adam, where art thou? monarch, where?
Thou wondrous thing of clay ;
Ah! let the earth-worm now declaro,
Who claims thee as his prey;
l’hy mother, O thou mighty one,
For thee re-opes her womb;
Thou to the narrow house art gone,
Thy kingdom is thy tomb;
The truth from Godhead’s lips that came,
There in thy darkness learn;
Of dust was formed thy beauteous frame,
And shall to dust return.
Adam, where art thou? where! ah where?
Behold him raised above,
An everlasting life to share,
In the bright world of love.
The hand he once ’gainst heaven could raise,.
Another sceptre holds;
His brows, where new-born glories blaze,
Another crown enfolds.
Another robe's flung over him,
More fair than was his own;
And with the firc-tongued seraphim,
He dwells before the throne.
But whence could such a change proceed?
What power could raise him there?
So late by God’s own voice decreed
Transgression’s curse to bear.
Hark! hark! he tells,—a harp well strung
His grateful arms embrace:
Salvation is his deathless song,
And grace, abounding grace;
And sounds through all the upper sky,
And strain with wonders rife.
That Life hath given itself to die,
To bring death back to life.

MISCELLANY.
The Arctic Expedition.
The following letter from the gallant navigator to the Ad
miralty, will put our readers in possession of all the adven
tures and discoveries of this memorable expedition,—Presb't'n.
On board the Isabella, of Hull,
Baffin's Bay, Sept. 1833.
Sir,—Knowing how deeply my Lords Commissioners of
the Admiralty are interested in the advancement of nautical
knowledge, and particularly in the improvement of geography,
I have to acquaint you, for the information of their Lordships,
that the expedition, the main object of which is to solve, if
possible, the question of a north-west passage from the Pacif
ic to the Atlantic Ocean, particularly by Prince Regent’s In
let, and which sailed from England ‘in May, 1829, notwith
standing the loss of the foremast and other untoward circum
stances, which obliged the vessel to refit in Greenland, reach
ed the beach on which his Majesty’s late ship Fury’s stores
were landed on the 13th of August.
We found the boats, provisions, &c. in excellent condition,
but no vestige of the wreck.
After completing in fuel and
other necessaries, we sailed on thedltli, and on the following
morning rounded Cape Garry, where cur new discoveries com
menced, and keeping the western shore close on board, ran
down the coast in a S. W. and W. course, in from 10 to 20
fathoms, until we had passed the latitude of 72 north, in lon
gitude 91 west; here we found a considerable inlet leading to
the westward, the examination of which occupied two days;
»t this place we were first seriously obstructed by ice, which
gas now seen to extend from the south cape of the inlet, in a
solid mass, round by S. and E. to ENE.; owing to this cir•uautance, the shallowness of the water, the rapidity of the
th* tempestuous weather, the irregularity of the coast,
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and the numerous inlets and rod., for which it is remarkable, I to one of these tickets, you will see that the hatchet in the ban<j
our progress was no less dangerous than tedious, yet we suc I of the Indian can scarcely be discovered. With tier fingers so
ceeded in penetrating below the latitude of 70 north, in lon 1 placed over her eyelids as to draw them down very tight, she
gitude 92 west, where the land, after having carried us as for ! would read with the greatest facility. All this was marvellous,
Jast as 90, took a decided westerly direction, while land at the but not so incredible as what followed.
Doctor Belden took a black silk cravat, and unfolding it h,
distance of 10 miles to southward, was seen extending east and
west. At this extreme point our progress was arrested on the 1 put a pack of cotton wadding within it, I should judge, an inch
1st of October by an impenetrable barrier of ice.
n e, how thick, three inches wide, and six or eight inches long. The#
ever, found an excellent wintering port, which we named Fe folding the cravat over it, he placed it over my own eyes, and
I found it impossible even to raise my eyelids, much less to
lix Harbor.
.
Early in January, 1830, we had the good fortune to estab see. He then placed it over her eyes, and passed the cravat
Thus blindfolded, she read equally
lish a friendly intercourse with a most interesting consociation i twice round her head.
of natives, who, being insulated by »ature> liacl never before well as if it had not been there. Among other things, I show,
ed
her
a
half
dollar
piece,
and asked her its date, to which xht
communicated with strangers; from them we gradually obtain
ed the important information that wc had already seen the con-, replied, after noticing it, ‘1830,’ which was correct. I then
tinent of America, that about 40 miles to the S. W. there showed her a steamboat ticket which I drew for a berth on
were two great seas, one to the west, which was divided from my way hither, and she read it '45 forward cabin,’ which wa»
that to the east by a narrow strait or neck of land. The ver even so.
I was informed that before I came in, while the bandage
ification of this intelligence either way, on which our future
operations so materially depended, devolved on Commander was on, a sixpence, which was entirely defaced, was shown her
Ross, who volunteered this service early in April, and accom but she did not take it in her hand, and she was asked if it
panied by one of the mates, and guided by two of the natives, was old or new. ‘Old enough,’ said she, ‘for there is not a
I could scarcely
proceeded to the spot, and found that the north land was con figure nor letter on it,’ which was the esse.
nected to the south by two ridges of high land, 15 miles in credit my own eyes when I saw her read with perfect case
breadth, but taking into account a chain of fresh water lakes, whatever was presented before her, with all this bandage about
which occupied the valleys between, the dry land which actu her eyes. That this was so, there cannot be the least doubt.
ally separates the two oceans is only five miles.
This extra How it was so, I leave for others to explain. Last evening,
ordinary isthmus, was subsequently visited by myself, when while in a paroxysm, with the bandage about her eyes, she was
Commander Ross proceeded minutely to survey the sea coast led into a room which was dark ; a room in which she had nev
to tlie southward of the isthmus leading to the westward, er been before; but having evinced some curiosity to see it,
which he succeeded in tracing to the 99th degree, or to 150 she immediately commenced examiningits contents. Tbepermiles of Cape Turnagain of Franklin, to which point the land, son who accompanied her asked her how she liked the rug?
after leading him into the 70th degree of north latitude, tend She replied that she liked the large figure in it very much.
ed directly; during the same journey he also surveyed 30 miles She also spoke of the other colors in it, and in fine, described
of the adjacent coast, or that to tlie north of the isthmus, it as exactly as one could after seeing it in broad day light.
which, by also taking a westerly direction, forming the ter Before the bandage was placed on her eyes, a physician pres
mination of the western sea into a gulf.—The rest of this ent put some brown paper between the face and the crystal of
season was employed in tracing the sea coast south of the isth his watch, and requested her to tell him the hour. Shea,
mus leading to the eastward, which was done so as to leave no claimed, “any tiling but a paper watch.” He also wrote on a
doubt that it joined, as the natives had previously informed us, slip of paper the word “philosophy,” and asked her to read it,
to Oekullee, and the land forming Repulse Bay.
It was al which she did. He slipped forward one with the word "phi
so determined that there was no passage to the westward for lanthropy,” and asked her if she had not made a mistake.
She at once perceived the difference.
Tlie day previous,
■ 30 miles to the northward of our position.
This summer, like that of 1818, was beautifully fine, but she had been at the shops to obtain some samples of prints.
! extremely unfavorable to navigation, and opr object being She at once told tlie price of each, and where they were from.
now to try a more northern latitude, we waitetl with anxiety While she had been asleep, half of one pattern had been wash,
for the disruption of the ice, but in vain, and our utmost en ed. She perceived it at once, and remarked that it had faded
deavors did not succeed in retracing our steps more than four a little. The change was slight, yet it would he perceived.
miles, and it was not until tlie middle of.November that wc
succeeded in cutting the vessel into a plafce of security which
I.ongevitv.—-The oldest person deceased in the United
we named “Sheriff’s Harbor.” I may here mention that we States was a negress, aged 150, in Pennsylvania. The oldest
named the newly discovered continent to the southward, known on the continent was also a negress, of Tuciirnan, S.
“Boothia,” as also the isthmus, the peninsula to the north, and America, deceased in 1780, at 175. Humboldt mentions a
the eastern sea, after my worthy friend Felix Booth, Esq., Peruvian Indian who died at Lima, while he was there, aged
the truly patriotic citizen of London, who, in the most disin 147, after living in marriage 90 years with one woman, who
terested manner, enabled me to equip this expedition in a su attained the agq of 147. As old as 130, lie is said by the au
perior style.
thority just n.nudto have walked pretty regukulv 3 or 4
The last winter was in temperature nearly equal to the means leagues every day.
of what had been experienced on the four preceding voyages,
but the winters of 1830 and 1831 set in with a degree of vio
How very different are the habits of the Americans from
lence hitherto beyond record—the thermometer sunk to 92 those of Ouden, a little town in France. The author of six
degrees below the freezing point, and the average of the year weeks on the Loire, says, “At Ouden, the request for a news
was 10 degrees below the preceding; but notwithstanding the paper, as familiar to an English person as that for breakfast,
severitj of the summer, we travelled across the country to the was answered with the information that there was not one in
west sea by a chain of lakes, 30 miles north of the isthmus, the whole place. ‘How do you know then what is going on?’
when Commander Ross succeeded in surveying 50 miles more we asked. ‘ Oh! we inquire of the Conaucteur, when the
of the coast leading to the north-west, and by tracing the shore I Diligence comes in,’ was the reply, ‘we hear soon enough
to the northward of our position, it was also fully proved that when any tiling is the matter!’ ”
j there could be no passage below the 71st degree.
f To be Continued. J
A grain of musk will, it is said, scent a room for twenty
years, and at the end of that period will have lost little of it*
Tiie Springfield Somnambulist__ A correspondent of the weight.
Journal of Commerce, under date of Springfield, Nov. 30,
1833, writes thus:—
THE OBSERVER
Doct. Belden, the physician under whose care this individu
al has been for some time past, has received her into his own TERMS.— Two Dollars per annum, if paid in advance, and
Two Dollars and Fifty Cents, if at the end of six months.
family, that his observations might be more minute, and that
No subscriptions received for a less term than one year.
his opportunities might be greater of affording her relief.
No papers discontinued until all arrearages are paid, deep
This unforiunate young lady has good connexions, and has re
at the option of the publishers.
ceived a respectable education. She is seventeen years of age,
and of rather an interesting appearance.
Previous to her fits Those who may wish to have their papers discontinued, are re
of somnolency, she for some time had suffered a variety of un
quested to give notice thereof, at least thirty days previous
pleasant Sensations in her head, such as ringing and confused
to the expiration of the term of their subscription, other
noises, together with great dizziness.
These sensations now
wise, it will be considered a new engagement.
precede a paroxysm.
It was about three o’clock this afternoon, when I entered *„* All communications relative to this paper,must be di
rected to the Editor, Gambier, Knox Co. Ohio
the house. I was informed that she had used great exertions
LIST OF AGENTS.
during tlie morning to keep awake, but on entering the parlor
JOHN L. BRYAN,...................... Boardman,Trumbull Co.Ohia.
at 11 o’clock and seating herself upon the sofa, she was instant Rev.
Col. HUBBARD,..................................Ashtabula,
“
ly lost. She engaged herself in a variety of domestic employ Rev. Al,VA SANFORD,..................... Medina, Medina Co. “
“
ments, and among other things, found a small box, which she Rev. WM. PRESTON...........................Columbus,
BEA TTY,........................... Steuoenvi’le,
had laid away’ during a previous paroxysm, and had been una GEORGE
Rev. J. P. BAUSMAN.......................Norwalk,
“
ble, when awake, to recollect where she had laid it. When I D. H. BUELL,..................................... Marietta,
“
entered, she had been asleep 4 hours, during which time she JtNAll BARBER .............................Cleaveland,
SYLVESTER
P.
ALDERMAN
.........
Windsor,
bad performed a variety of services, with the greatest regulari J. W. SCHUCKERS,................... ....... Wooster,
ty, with her eyes fast closed. She recited, with propriety and WM. H. MARSHON............................ Dayton,
pathos, several beautiful specimens of poetry from the best au MADDOX FISHER, P. M.................. .Springfield, Clark Co, "
r. ASA COLEMAN,........................ troy, Miami Co.
"
thors; among them was the ‘Pilgrim Fathers.’—And what is D
ROFF & YOUNG................................ Cincinnati,
very remarkable, when awake she has not the least knowledge Rev. DEXTER POTTER,.................... Portsmouth.
Rev. J. T. WHEAT, ........................... Marietta,
of cither of those pieces which she has repeated!
Rev u. V. ROGERS.............................Circleville
She was requested to take a pen and write one of them, which ROWLAND CLAPP,..........................Cuyahoga Falls,
she did in a fair, legible hand, taking care to go back and dot WILLIAM HUST,».......................... Urbana,
the i s and cross the t's, suiting the length of the lines to their JOHN HANFORD............................... Middlebury.
SOLOMON SMITH,............................. Delaware,
metre.
It should be remembered that during all this time WM. M. BLACKFORD........................ Fredericksbuigh, Vi.
her eyes were perfectly closed.
In this situation she read at JAMES ENTWISLE............................ Alexandria, I). C.
WILI'BERGER,...................... Washington, I). C.
once the . smallest type on the finest engraving.
Having in CHAS.
GEORGE W . JSWETT,.................... Ann Arthur, Michigan I*.
my pocket a ticket to the Arcade Bath, in New York, I show- Rev. JOHN O’BRIEN,........................Monroe,
etl it to her, and asked what the Indian there represented held C. GRISWOLD,................................... Utica, New-York.
S. YOUNG...,..... „............ St. John, New-Bruniwldt.
in his hand. She at once replied, a hatchet.
By referring CHARLES
ROBERT JONES ... ................................. Crawfordsville, Indian*.

